
optional goodie - 
     - Converted Classes

Agent of the Gods Progression Table

Level HD BtH Saves Abilities
Number of spells per day

1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th
1st 1d8 +0 15 Magic-use, Granted powers 1 — — — — —

2nd 2d8 +1 15 — 2 — — — — —

3rd 3d8 +1 14 — 2 1 — — — —

4th 4d8 +2 13 — 3 2 — — — —

5th 5d8 +3 13 — 3 3 1 — — —

6th 6d8 +3 12 — 3 3 2 — — —

7th 7d8 +4 11 — 3 3 2 1 — —

8th 8d8 +5 11 — 3 3 3 2 — —

9th 9d8 +5 10 Incorruptible soul 4 4 3 2 1 —

10th 9d8 +3 +6 9 — 4 4 3 3 2 —

11th 9d8 +6 +7 9 — 5 4 4 3 2 1

12th 9d8 +9 +7 8 — 6 5 5 3 2 2

13th 9d8 +12 +8 7 — 6 6 6 4 2 2

P layers and GMs used to the original game and its clones, will 
have noticed that several of the core classes have been rewor-
ked. For example, the former cleric and druid have been dis-

carded in favor to the new friar, mystic and templar classes. These new 
classes are based on the idea of servants of the faith praying for minor 
divine interventions, rather than getting spells as clerics and druids 
do. Other examples include bards without spells and paladins that are 
more like knights getting a few advantages for serving the cause of Law. 
However, it is inevitable that among those who would want to play 
a game of FANTASTIC HEROES & WITCHERY, some will regret this 
strong departure from the original classes. The present document for 
free download has been done for such players and GMs, in the hope it 
will cater to such a need. 

It should nonetheless be reminded, that GMs are the final arbiters on 
which classes may exist in the campaign world. It might not be a very 
good idea to allow all of them side by side. For example, if the ser-
vants of a widespread monotheistic faith are normally friars, mystics 
and templars, they should never be of the Agent of the Gods class (i.e. 
the former cleric) presented here. On the other hand, it can very well be 
imagined that different faiths may have different classes of servants. For 
example, a widespread and well organized and structured, Christian-
inspired religion would have friars, mystics and templars; yet, the old 
gods would not have totally disappeared, and sometimes an individual 
would serve as their agent on the prime material plane (and probably 
not as a typical, regular priest), so could be of the Agent of the Gods 
character class.

With that in mind, lets present the four following character classes:

The AGENT OF THE GODS
This class is in fact a variant of the Agent of Law/Chaos proposed p.157 
of FH&W. It is a very similar class (though with different special abi-
lities and spell progression), but for a campaign that doesn’t focus on 
the struggle between the encompassing forces of Law and Chaos, but 
would rather have gods, goddesses, demons, etc., employ mortal agents 
on the campaign world to further their own agendas. Such agents are 
not priests per se, in that they don’t perform the mass or other religious 
rituals, as friars are wont to do. They fit better with the archetypal ad-
venturer who goes on missions for his/her deity, but otherwise normally 
do not act as a regular parish priest.

REQUIREMENTS: Strength 9+, Wisdom 9+, Allegiance to a specific 
deity of the campagn setting.

ARMORS: All armors and shields (except tower shield).

WEAPONS: Any three weapons plus the deity’s favored weapon (if 
any). Non-proficiency penalty: –4 to hit.

SAVING THROWS: +2 bonus to all Charisma and Constitution sa-
ving throws. 

CLASS FEATURES: Magic-use, Granted powers; Incorruptible soul 
(9th level).

• Magic-Use: Agents of the gods can cast spells, but limited to those 
of the different spheres of spells (see FH&W p.408) they have access 
to, which is determined by the deity they serve (see FH&W p.149 
then p.410). However, agents don’t learn, record and prepare their 
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spells in spell-books like wizards 
do. Instead, they are granted spells 
by their patron deity or demon (wi-
thout whom they would be unable 
to use magic). As such, the agent’s 
spells use Wisdom for the related 
ability score rather than Intelligence. 
Then, all agents must choose a time 
at which they have to spend an hour 
each day in quiet contemplation or 
supplication to regain their daily allot-
ment of spells. Time spent resting has 
no effect on whether an agent can pre-

pare spells. 

Note that agents of the gods being depen-
dant on a supernatural being to get magic, 
may not necessarily get their spells as they 

want. Sometimes the patron deity might 
grant different spells, that the deity thinks 

more appropriate for the agent to better serve 
its interests. At other times the agent may have 

angered the deity, so won’t be granted spells for a certain time as pu-
nishment. Note also that in places consecrated to evil, agents of good 
deities might have some difficulty to regain their spells (or even cast 
them, suffering a possible chance of miscasting them), and vice versa. 
All of this at GM’s discretion. 

• Granted Powers: Agents of the gods are usually granted specific 
powers by their patron deity. By default this will be the Turn of Re-
buke Undead ability (see FH&W p.95) usable three times per day, but 
specific deities generally grant different abilities (see FH&W p.149 for 
suggestion, or any game master’s manual detailing gods, pantheons 
and religions). 

• Incorruptible Soul: At 9th level, agents of the gods become im-
mune to any magical effect that would have them change alignment 
and allegiance, or knowingly act against their deity’s interests. They 
are still subject to enchantment/charm spells, but if requested to act 
against their deity’s interests while under effect of such spells, this 
would be considered like a suicidal action, and thus not done (i.e. see 
the particular spell’s description). 

The MAGIC-USING BARD
This class would probably appear in cultures where magic-use is enou-
gh widespread, so non-wizards could also learn it. In fact, the magic-
using bard will often come from elven societies, along war-mages and 
the like. The GM might even want to restrict this class to elves and half-
elves, making it a racial class for them. Other races, including humans 
would only be able to become regular, non-spellcasting bards as pre-
sented p.36 of FH&W. Of course in a campaign world the magic-using 
bards will coexist very well with the regular roguish bards; however, 
magic-using bards cannot split-class with regular bards. 

REQUIREMENTS: Charisma 13+, Dexterity 9+.

ARMORS: All types of armors up to chain-mail, but no shields. Note 
that bards cannot cast spells in armor exactly as per the wizard class. If 
the GM allows the option of wizards casting spells in armor (with a spell 
failure chance as indicated p.64 of FH&W), then so bards could.

WEAPONS: Any three weapons, except two handed weapons (such 
as polearms, great sword, etc.). Non-proficiency penalty: –4 to hit.

SAVING THROWS: +2 bonus to all Dexterity and Charisma saving 
throws.

CLASS FEATURES: Class skills, Countersong, Inspire allies, Legend-
Lore; Magic-use (2nd level); Scroll-use (9th level).

• Class Skills: Artistic ability (music), Climb, Detection, Legerdemain, 
Linguistics and Persuasion; bards add their level to these skill checks.

• Countersong: Bards can negate magic or abilities that rely on sound 
or vocal effects (such as a harpy’s song). If they succeed a Charisma sa-
ving throw, these sound/vocal effects do not operate in a 30 feet radius 
area all around them. Bards must sing or play their music while using 
countersong, being unable to do anything else but walk at half their 
base speed. The countersong is interrupted when bards take damage 
or fail a saving throw. This ability can be used once per encounter and 
lasts as long as bards continue to sing. Countersong does not interrupt 
verbal components or command words but does negate verbal aspects 
of a spell’s description such as speaking a person’s name or giving or-
ders to a charmed monster.

• Inspire Allies: Once per day per level, bards can use their music, 
singing and exhortations to bolster those around them. This requires 

Magic-using Bard Progression Table

Level HD BtH Saves Abilities
Number of spells per day

1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th

1st 1d6 +0 15
Class skills, Countersong, Inspire allies (courage and 
competence), Legend lore

— — — — —

2nd 2d6 +1 15 Magic-use (caster level = class level –1) 1 — — — —

3rd 3d6 +1 14 — 2 — — — —

4th 4d6 +2 13 — 2 1 — — —

5th 5d6 +3 13 — 3 1 — — —

6th 6d6 +3 12 — 3 2 — — —

7th 7d6 +4 11 — 3 2 1 — —

8th 8d6 +5 11 — 3 3 1 — —

9th 9d6 +5 10 Inspire allies (greatness) 3 3 2 — —

10th 9d6 +2 +6 9 — 3 3 2 1 —

11th 9d6 +4 +7 9 — 3 3 3 1 —

12th 9d6 +6 +7 8 — 3 3 3 2 —

13th 9d6 +8 +8 7 — 3 3 3 2 1
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bards to perform for a full round, then succeed a Persuasion skill check 
(default DC 15, but may vary according to circumstances). Note that a 
deaf bard suffers a +5 increase to the Persuasion DC, and any failed at-
tempt still counts against the daily limit. The persons to be encouraged 
must be within 60 feet and able to hear the bard. Inspiring allies is a 
primary action, and lasts as long as the bard sings plus 1d6 rounds after 
the bard stops singing (or after the allies can no longer hear the bard). 
It can have the following effects:

1. Inspire Courage: Affected allies get a +2 bonus to saving throws 
against fear, and a +1 bonus to their attack and damage rolls.

2. Inspire Competence: Affected allies get a +2 bonus to skill 
checks regarding a particular action (such as climbing a wall or 
moving a heavy object). In some cases the GM may rule that using 
this ability is infeasible. 

3. Inspire Greatness: At 9th level, bards can inspire their allies in 
combat. This operates normally, except it affects only one (chosen) 
ally at 9th level, two at 11th level, and three at 13th level, granting 
them a +2 bonus to their attack rolls, and 2d10 temporary bonus 
hit-points.

• Legend-Lore: Bards can make an Intelligence check (adding their 
level) to know the general history surrounding a magical item, legen-
dary place, or important individual (a mighty hero from the past, a 
king, etc.). This ability never gives the details (specific enchantment, 
special abilities, etc.) of a magical item, but its background can give 
clues to its function. If the check is failed, bards must 
wait the next level to try again about the same subject. 

Examples of Legend Lore checks’ DCs: Legendary 
item, place or hero known to all, even if vaguely 

= DC 10; Great king or champion from the 
past, powerful magical item, loca-

tion where important events 
happened = DC 15; Any les-
ser magical item, minor hero, 

little known supernatural place = 
DC 20. Add +5 if this belongs to ano-
ther culture, race, etc., and another 
+5 if it pertains to a distant land or 

antique epoch.

• Magic-Use: At 2nd level, bards be-
come able to cast spells as per the wi-

zard class’ ability. Bards use their spell progression table, but otherwise 
learn and cast Gray magic spells, recorded in a spell-book, and prepa-
red to be cast later. 

Note that if the GM wants the magic-using bard class to become an 
elven racial class, the suggestion would be that bards get and cast spells 
in the same way as the Fae-mage class. In this case, note however, that 
for each level of spell they can cast, bards know a number of spells that 
is equal to the number of spells they can cast each day plus one (e.g. a 
2nd level bard knows two 1st level spells; then, a 6th level bard knows 
four 1st level spells and three 2nd level spells).

The TRUE PALADIN
This class should be considered as a martial version of the Agent of 
the Gods, or some variant of the Agent of Law. It might very well co-
exist with the Knight class turning into a paladin as proposed p.29 of 
FH&W. In this case the idea is, that any Law-aligned knight who takes 
an oath to serving Law with utmost dedication, could eventually be-
come a paladin as described p.29. However, the True Paladin would be 
a character fated to become such a servant of Law from the beginning; 
someone marked by the gods and destiny. In this case the character 
might even not be allowed to split-class, except if he/she fell from grace, 
and after having lost all special abilities, could not anymore gain levels 
as a True Paladin. 

REQUIREMENTS: Charisma 14+, Wisdom 11+, Strength 11+, Alle-
giance to Law, and maybe also to a specific deity.

ARMORS: All types of armors and shields.

WEAPONS: Any three weapons plus either the longsword or the 
deity’s favored weapon (if any). Non-proficiency penalty: –2 to hit.

SAVING THROWS: +2 bonus to all Charisma and Constitution sa-
ving throws. 

CLASS FEATURES: Class skills, Aura of protection, Cure disease, 
Detect evil, Divine blessing, Lay-on-hands; Turn undead (3rd level); 
Special mount (4th level); Magic-use (9th level). 

• Class Skills: Riding and Knowledge (religion); paladins add their 
level to these skill checks.

True Paladin Progression Table

Level HD BtH Saves Abilities
Number of spells per day

Cast. lvl. 1st 2nd 3rd

1st 1d10 +1 16
Class skills, Aura of protection, Cure disease (1/week), 
Detect evil, Divine blessing, Lay on hands.

— — — —

2nd 2d10 +2 15 — — — — —

3rd 3d10 +3 14 Turn undead — — — —

4th 4d10 +4 13 — — — — —

5th 5d10 +5 12 — — — — —

6th 6d10 +6 11 Cure disease (2/week) — — — —

7th 7d10 +7 10 — — — — —

8th 8d10 +8 9 — — — — —

9th 9d10 +9 8 Magic-use (caster level = class level –8) 1st 1 — —

10th 9d10 +4 +10 7 — 2nd 2 — —

11th 9d10 +8 +11 6 Cure disease (3/week) 3rd 2 1 —

12th 9d10 +12 +12 6 — 4th 2 2 —

13th 9d10 +16 +13 6 — 5th 2 2 1
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• Aura of Protection: Paladins emit an aura of protection in a 10’ 
radius. This aura keeps all conjured and enchanted creatures at bay (as 
per the Protection From Evil spell p.314), and all other evil (i.e. Chaos 
aligned) creatures or humanoids suffer a –2 penalty to their attack rolls 
within the aura.

• Cure Disease: Paladins can cure disease (as per the spell p.233) 
once per week. This works as per the lay-on-hands ability. At 6th level, 
they can use this ability twice per week; and at 11th level thrice per 
week. Besides, paladins are immune to all diseases.

• Detect Evil: Paladins can Detect Chaos/Evil (see spell p.179) up to 
60’ away, as long as they concentrate (minimum 1 full round).

• Divine Blessing: Paladins get a +2 bonus to all their saving throws. 
(Note, it is not computed in the table above, as they would lose this 
ability if they lose their paladin-hood.)

• Lay on Hands: Paladins can 1/day heal any living creature (inclu-
ding themselves) of 2 hit-points per level (requires touching the crea-
ture and reciting a short prayer).

• Turn Undead: At 3rd level, paladins can turn undead as a character 
of two levels lower.

• Special Mount: At 4th level, paladins can call an unusually intelli-
gent, strong, and loyal steed. This mount is normally a heavy warhorse 
with superior statistics (+2 HD, +2 bonus to AC, and +2 to the base 
Int), though in some cases the GM might allow another type of steed 
(such as a pegasus). Usually the mount will be obtained as part of an 
adventure or special quest. Should the paladin’s mount die, another 
cannot be called for a year and a day.

• Magic-Use: At 9th level, true paladins gain the ability to cast spells 
in the exact same way as the agent of the gods class does. However, 
true paladin use their own spell progression table, and normally only 
have access to the spheres of Combat, Healing, Knowledge, Law/Good 
and Protection.

CLASS HINDRANCES: All paladins must abide by a stringent code 
of conduct:

• Code of Conduct: Paladins who violate their stringent Law-abi-
ding code of conduct, lose their paladinhood and all associated special 
abilities (except class skills). Unless the act was deliberately heinous, 
paladin can recover their lost abilities with proper atonement.

• Humility: Paladins may only keep enough treasure to modestly sup-
port themselves, pay servitors, and maintain a stronghold. In any case, 
they should always donate a minimum of 10% of the treasure they get 
to some charitable or Law-abiding organization. Lastly, they may never 
possess more than ten magic items, being restricted to one suit of ar-
mor, one shield, four weapons (ammunition does not count), and four 
miscellaneous items.

• Associates and Followers: Paladins never attract followers, and 
can only employ irreproachable henchmen, where their ethic and be-
havior is concerned. They can never associate with people aligned to 
Chaos.

The WAR-MAGE (Variant)
This class is in fact a variant of the War-mage proposed p.182 of FH&W. 
It is more straightforward, with less special abilities and restrictions, 
to be more in line with the Elf class/race found in oldest editions of the 
game. Note that the two different sorts of war-mages could coexist in a 
campaign world, coming from different cultures and/or races. However, 
while this war-mage could be split-classed with the fighter or wizard, it 
should never be allowed to split-class with the standard version of war-
mage proposed in FH&W.  

REQUIREMENTS: Strength 9+, Intelligence 11+.

ARMORS: All armors and shields. Note that war-mages cannot cast 
spells in armor exactly as per the wizard class. If the GM allows the 
option of wizards casting spells in armor (with a spell failure chance as 
indicated p.64 of FH&W), then so do war-mages. 

WEAPONS: Any three weapons. Non-proficiency penalty: –3 to hit.

SAVING THROWS: +2 bonus to all saving throws against magic.

CLASS FEATURES: Arcane lore, Magic-use.

• Arcane Lore: As per the Wizard’s ability, though war-mages only 
add half their level (rounded down) to skill checks. 

• Magic-Use: As per the Wizard’s ability, war-mages can cast Gray 
magic spells, recorded in a spell-book, and prepared to be cast later. 
(Unlike the regular war-mage proposed p.182 of FH&W, they can learn 
wizard spells from all the eight schools of magic. Then, unlike the regu-
lar war-mage, they must have both hands free to cast spells.)

Variant War-Mage Progression Table

Level HD BtH Saves Abilities
Number of spells per day

1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th
1st 1d8 +0 16 Arcane lore, Magic-use 1 — — — —

2nd 2d8 +1 15 — 2 — — — —

3rd 3d8 +2 14 — 3 — — — —

4th 4d8 +3 13 — 3 1 — — —

5th 5d8 +3 12 — 3 2 — — —

6th 6d8 +4 11 — 3 2 1 — —

7th 7d8 +5 10 — 3 3 1 — —

8th 8d8 +6 9 — 3 3 2 — —

9th 9d8 +6 8 — 3 3 2 1 —

10th 9d8 +3 +7 7 — 3 3 3 1 —

11th 9d8 +6 +8 6 — 3 3 3 2 —

12th 9d8 +9 +9 6 — 3 3 3 2 1

13th 9d8 +12 +9 6 — 3 3 3 3 1
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Table: Epic AGENT OF THE GODS Spells

Char.  
lvl.

Cast.
lvl.

Spells per day

1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th

14th 14 6 6 6 5 3 2 —

15th 15 7 7 7 5 4 2 —

16th 16 7 7 7 6 5 3 1

17th 17 8 8 8 6 5 3 1

18th 18 8 8 8 7 6 4 1

19th 19 9 9 9 7 6 4 2

20th 20 9 9 9 8 7 5 2

Table: Maximum Class Levels by Race (Traditional Fantasy)

Classes Dwarf Elf Half-Elf Gnome Halfling Half-orc Human Tiefling

Agent of the Gods 8 — 7 — — 6 U 7

Magic-using Bard — U U — — — U 9

True Paladin 6 — — — — — U —

Warmage (variant) — 11 6 — — — U 9

(“U” means unlimited in level. The Appendix chapter, FH&W p.402, provides rules for gaining levels past the 13th.)

Table: Epic WARMAGE Spells

Char.  
lvl.

Cast.
lvl.

Spells per day
1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th

14th 14 3 3 3 3 2 — —

15th 15 3 3 3 3 3 — —

16th 16 3 3 3 3 3 1 —

17th 17 3 3 3 3 3 2 —

18th 18 3 3 3 3 3 3 —

19th 19 3 3 3 3 3 3 1

20th 20 3 3 3 3 3 3 2

Table: Epic MAGIC-USING BARD Spells

Char.  
lvl.

Cast.
lvl.

Spells per day

1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th

14th 13 3 3 3 3 1 —

15th 14 3 3 3 3 2 —

16th 15 4 3 3 3 2 1

17th 16 4 4 3 3 3 1

18th 17 4 4 4 3 3 2

19th 18 4 4 4 4 3 2

20th 19 4 4 4 4 4 3

Table: Epic TRUE PALADIN Spells

Char.  
level

Casting
level

Spells per day

1st 2nd 3rd 4th

14th 6 2 2 2 —

15th 7 3 2 2 —

16th 8 3 3 2 —

17th 9 3 3 3 —

18th 10 3 3 3 1

19th 10 3 3 3 2

20th 10 3 3 3 3

FAQ:

1. Why the cleric is renamed “Agent of the Gods”?

In fact, the cleric, as a generic and universal type of priest has been 
removed from FANTASTIC HEROES & WITCHERY. The new paradigm 
is that priests could be of many different classes, or even no class at all 
(i.e. be zero-level characters). Then, the classes that represent a true 
religious calling (i.e. friar, mystic and templar) don’t cast spells, but in-
voke their deity when they need it. As such, the cleric, who is a well 
acknowledged concept of universal priest (where priests are always cle-
rics, or they are not true priests), who wears weapons and armors on 
the battlefield, and casts spells, doesn’t fit the new paradigm. Nonethe-
less, there is still room for a class that has the cleric’s game mechanics, 
without having to be the game’s only possible type of deity servant. The 
Agent of the Gods is thus a prototypical dungeon delving adventurer 
who goes on missions for his deity, but doesn’t conduct religious rituals, 
and probably even not belongs to the regular priesthood (which by the 
way may have neither combatants nor spellcasters in its ranks). That is, 
the Agent of the Gods is like a cleric but with a different role. 

2. Why there is no druid conversion?

There is no druid-like class for two reasons: First, for a relatively faithful 
conversion, you only need to use the Guardian of Neutrality proposed 
p.158. Then, you could also give the Agent of the Gods appropriate 
spheres of spells and granted powers to emulate a druid:

• Agent of a Nature Deity. 1. Weapons allowed: club, dagger, scimitar 
(or scramasax), sickle, sling, spear, and staff. 2. Armors allowed: only 
non-metal armors, plus small wooden shields. 3. Spheres of spells: All 
Priests, Abundance, Animal, Healing, Plant, plus one relevant elemen-

tal sphere (typically Earth, or Water if at sea). 4. Granted 
powers: +2 bonus to saves against fire and electricity (1st 
lvl); Identify plants and animals with perfect accuracy (3rd 
lvl); Move without hindrance nor leaving trails across 
vegetation (3rd lvl); Immune to charm spells cast by fey 

creatures (7th lvl); Polymorph-self as 
per the spell into an animal form 

up to 3/day (7th lvl).


